skiosk® Smart ‘Vending’

SKIDATA’s digital kiosk combines all the benefits of modern ticketing and makes purchasing tickets child’s play. Relieve your cashiers and reduce the waiting times for ticket purchases. Thanks to innovative and well thought-out functions, skiosk Smart ‘Vending’ will also be effectively integrated into your daily business as an advertising and information kiosk.

Information center and advertising miracle

The big 21.5 inch touch display variant in HD resolution with its split-screen function acts both as an advertising miracle as well as an information center. It constantly sends relevant marketing messages either in full-screen or in operating split-screen mode automatically triggered by a modern proximity sensor. This attractive advertising space can also be sold to business partners to generate additional income.

Pick-up service for online bookings

The modern barcode scanner enables a brand new method of ticket delivery: your customers can conveniently pick up tickets booked on the Internet (using Print@Home or their mobile phone) at the skiosk Smart ‘Vending’.

Optimal expansion

The skiosk Smart ‘Vending’ complements frequented ticket issuing offices perfectly and is ideal for expanding your sales points. This allows round-the-clock ticket sales and information and supports your cashiers at peak times. So there is more time for even better customer service.

Extensive system networking

Control and billing at the touch of a button: Thanks to central monitoring, you can also see from a distance whether support and maintenance is required at the digital kiosk. Comprehensive reports can be provided through system networking.